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Introduction 
Make no mistake, turning a profit online is different from earning an active income. Your 
active income is your 9 to 5 job. You engage in earning an active income when you trade 
your time for money. 

If you don't show up for your job every day you won't get paid. If you don't show up on 
time repeatedly, the chances of keeping your job dip to the “slim to none” 
level. That's how active income works. 

Making an active income is like being a chicken; if you've ever seen a chicken eat, you 
probably notice that it scratches the ground, looks for a morsel, and then pecks. It 
scratches then eats. If it stops scratching it doesn’t eat. The logic and the events are 
straightforward and simple. 

This same straightforward and simple concept applies to the typical 9 to 5 workweek job 
– no work equals no pay. This is the repeated concept of trading time for money. 
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Time is the biggest factor here. Within any block of time you produce work. You produce 
some sort of outcome. This is a totally different dynamic when compares to earning a 
passive income. 

When it comes to making money online active income is completely different. 
Fundamentally, you simply don’t trade your time for money. If you earn money online, 
you earn it wherever you are. 

What if I told you there are many people earning six figures incomes year after year, 
jumping from city to city and country to country? If you need proof of this, look up Brian 
Dean. Brian used to live in Asia, now he's living in Europe, and he’s lived all points in 
between. 

And the best part to all of this is that as you earn your income you also begin to broaden 
your horizons and grow personally by discovering the soul-uplifting value that travel 
affords. You're able to travel if you make money online. You can't do that with an active 
income because you need to be physically present at your job site. 

It’s Not As Easy As It Looks 

Additionally, you can't make money on autopilot if you are choosing to make a 
“traditional”, active income. That's just not going to happen. You have to show up. If you 
don't show up, you don't earn money for that day. This isn’t so when you begin making 
money online. 

Online passive income systems can be set up so that they are always generating money.  
For example, when people show up at your website, they have the option of purchasing 
merchandise which earns you money without the hassle or fuss of paying a cashier or the 
time it would take you to ring up a purchase yourself. In this way, simply saving money 
is equivalent to earning money. 

Making money online enables you to scale your income higher over a shorter period. One 
way in which you can easily scale up both your income and your business is by engaging 
in automation. This passive income technique is not available to people who earn an 
active income. 
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What is the Solution? 

How do you escape the strategic disadvantage of earning active income? The answer is 
simple! Make money online through affiliate marketing. 

Affiliate marketing  refers to the practice of selling others’ products or services through 
your own websites, online properties and domains, or your online traffic generation. 
Affiliate marketing is no more and no less than that!  

When you design your affiliate marketing strategy you can then automate it and scale it. 
This means that you can set up thousands of websites, each making a dollar a day, and 
you can still make a decent income at the end of the month, or you can build one website 
making tens of thousands of dollars every single month. The beauty is that it is your 
choice. 

You can automate so that you don't have to be physically present while your website to 
closes deals to make money. You can also scale up the number of websites you own or 
scale up your websites’ offerings so that you make more money with each online 
property. 

A Quick Recap of How Affiliate Marketing Works 

Here's a quick recap of affiliate marketing and its basic concepts. It is important to 
understand affiliate marketing so that you may become successful when using it as a 
practical part of your online business or service. 

You don't have to be a technical expert in the field of affiliate marketing to reap the 
benefits of it. However, it is essential that you understand of the basic concepts so that 
you know what to do, when to do it, and why to do it so that you produce the expected 
outcome. Your aim should be to understand how affiliate marketing works just as you 
would aim to understand how a hammer works when you are hanging a picture. 

So, how exactly does affiliate marketing work? First, it begins with a product seller. A 
product seller is person who has a product but doesn’t know how to drive traffic to their 
product or how to convert traffic into actual profit. This person integrates (hyperlinks or 
banner ads) an affiliate program using a special software. This person's website has a link 
to an affiliate program that is set up using specialized tracking software. 
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======== end of preview ============== 

This is a first-few-pages preview of the actual book loaded with 72 pages of tips tricks, 
action plans of how the other successful affiliate marketers are doing it. 

If you think the price you pay for this book is worth it, do consider buying it at: 
https://www.getcha.com/go?1 
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